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MTN.GNG/NG3/W/16

URUGUAY ROUND - GROUP OF NEGOTIATIONS ON GOODS - NEGOTIATING GROUP ON NATURAL RESOURCE-BASED PRODUCTS - ENERGY PRODUCTS - Note by the Secretariat.
(27/09/88) E. F. S.
UR-88-0449 MF.
032

MTN.GNG/NG3/W/17

URUGUAY ROUND - GROUP OF NEGOTIATIONS ON GOODS - NEGOTIATING GROUP ON NATURAL RESOURCE-BASED PRODUCTS - PROPOSAL BY CHILE TO THE NEGOTIATING GROUP ON NATURAL RESOURCE-BASED PRODUCTS.
(16/09/88) S. E. F.
UR-88-0431 MF.
01

MTN.GNG/NG4/W/20

(28/09/88) E. F. S.
UR-88-0451 MF.
03

MTN.GNG/NG4/W/21

URUGUAY ROUND - GROUP OF NEGOTIATIONS ON GOODS - NEGOTIATING GROUP ON TEXTILES AND CLOTHING - COMMUNICATION FROM CANADA.
(28/09/88) E. F. S.
UR-88-0450 MF.
04

MTN.GNG/NG5/10

URUGUAY ROUND - GROUP OF NEGOTIATIONS ON GOODS - NEGOTIATING GROUP ON AGRICULTURE - TENTH MEETING OF THE NEGOTIATING GROUP ON AGRICULTURE - Note by the Chairman.
(14/09/88) E. F. S.
UR-88-0428 MF.
02

MTN.GNG/NG5/W/74

URUGUAY ROUND - GROUP OF NEGOTIATIONS ON GOODS - NEGOTIATING GROUP ON AGRICULTURE - Proposal by Egypt, Jamaica, Mexico and Peru. Other developing countries (Nigeria and Morocco) have indicated their support. The proposal is open to further participation and elaboration.
(13/09/88) E. F. S.
UR-88-0415 MF.
06

URUGUAY ROUND - GROUP OF NEGOTIATIONS ON GOODS - NEGOTIATING GROUP ON AGRICULTURE - COMMUNICATION FROM THE UNITED STATES ON A HEALTH AND SANITARY MEASURES. (13/09/88) E. F. S. UR-88-0418 MF. 2

URUGUAY ROUND - GROUP OF NEGOTIATIONS ON GOODS - NEGOTIATING GROUP ON AGRICULTURE - COMMUNICATION FROM THE UNITED STATES ON A HEALTH AND SANITARY WORKING GROUP. (13/09/88) E. F. S. UR-88-0419 MF. 2


URUGUAY ROUND - GROUP OF NEGOTIATIONS ON GOODS - NEGOTIATING GROUP ON TROPICAL PRODUCTS - Indicative Lists Submitted by El Salvador. (20/09/88) S. E. F. UR-88-0443 MF. 6

URUGUAY ROUND - GROUP OF NEGOTIATIONS ON GOODS - NEGOTIATING GROUP ON TROPICAL PRODUCTS - Indicative Lists Submitted by Egypt. (20/09/88) E. F. S. UR-88-0435 MF. 3
MTN.GNG/NG6/LT/32

URUGUAY ROUND - GROUP OF NEGOTIATIONS ON GOODS - NEGOTIATING GROUP ON TROPICAL PRODUCTS - TROPICAL PRODUCTS - Indicative Lists Submitted by New Zealand.
(20/09/88) E. F. S.
UR-88-0436 MF.

MTN.GNG/NG6/LT/33

URUGUAY ROUND - GROUP OF NEGOTIATIONS ON GOODS - NEGOTIATING GROUP ON TROPICAL PRODUCTS - Initial Offer List of Japan.
(20/09/88) E. F. S.
UR-88-0439 MF.

MTN.GNG/NG6/LT/34

URUGUAY ROUND - GROUP OF NEGOTIATIONS ON GOODS - NEGOTIATING GROUP ON TROPICAL PRODUCTS - Specification of Offers of the Nordic Countries.
(20/09/88) E. F. S.
UR-88-0438 MF.

MTN.GNG/NG6/LT/35

URUGUAY ROUND - GROUP OF NEGOTIATIONS ON GOODS - NEGOTIATING GROUP ON TROPICAL PRODUCTS - TROPICAL PRODUCTS - Indicative Lists Submitted by the United States.
(26/09/88) E. F. S.
UR-88-0447 MF.

MTN.GNG/NG6/TI/1/Add.9

URUGUAY ROUND - GROUP OF NEGOTIATIONS ON GOODS - NEGOTIATING GROUP ON TROPICAL PRODUCTS - REQUESTS FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION - Communication from Chile.
(20/09/88) S. E. F.
UR-88-0440 MF.

MTN.GNG/NG6/TI/2/Add.4

URUGUAY ROUND - GROUP OF NEGOTIATIONS ON GOODS - NEGOTIATING GROUP ON TROPICAL PRODUCTS - REQUESTS FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION - Communication from Chile.
(20/09/88) S. E. F.
UR-88-0437 MF.

MTN.GNG/NG6/TI/3

URUGUAY ROUND - GROUP OF NEGOTIATIONS ON GOODS - NEGOTIATING GROUP ON TROPICAL PRODUCTS - REQUESTS FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION - Communication from Australia.
(16/09/88) E. F. S.
UR-88-0433 MF.
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URUGUAY ROUND - GROUP OF NEGOTIATIONS ON GOODS - NEGOTIATING GROUP ON TROPICAL PRODUCTS - TROPICAL PRODUCTS: GUIDE FOR MULTILATERAL CONSULTATIONS - Tropical Beverage Items (Coffee, Tea and Cocoa) - Note by the Secretariat - Corrigendum.
(15/09/88) E. F. S.
UR-88-0421 MF.

URUGUAY ROUND - GROUP OF NEGOTIATIONS ON GOODS - NEGOTIATING GROUP ON TROPICAL PRODUCTS - TROPICAL PRODUCTS: GUIDE FOR MULTILATERAL CONSULTATIONS - Jute and Hard Fibres - Note by the Secretariat - Corrigendum.
(15/09/88) E. F. S.
UR-88-0422 MF.

URUGUAY ROUND - GROUP OF NEGOTIATIONS ON GOODS - NEGOTIATING GROUP ON TROPICAL PRODUCTS - TROPICAL PRODUCTS: GUIDE FOR MULTILATERAL CONSULTATIONS - Tropical Fruits and Nuts - Note by the Secretariat - Corrigendum.
(15/09/88) E. F. S.
UR-88-0423 MF.

URUGUAY ROUND - GROUP OF NEGOTIATIONS ON GOODS - NEGOTIATING GROUP ON TROPICAL PRODUCTS - TROPICAL PRODUCTS: GUIDE FOR MULTILATERAL CONSULTATIONS - Certain Oilseeds, Vegetable Oils and Oilcakes - Note by the Secretariat - Corrigendum.
(15/09/88) E. F. S.
UR-88-0424 MF.

URUGUAY ROUND - GROUP OF NEGOTIATIONS ON GOODS - NEGOTIATING GROUP ON TROPICAL PRODUCTS - TROPICAL PRODUCTS: GUIDE FOR MULTILATERAL CONSULTATIONS - Tropical Roots, Rice and Tobacco, etc - Note by the Secretariat - Corrigendum.
(15/09/88) E. F. S.
UR-88-0425 MF.

URUGUAY ROUND - GROUP OF NEGOTIATIONS ON GOODS - NEGOTIATING GROUP ON TROPICAL PRODUCTS - TROPICAL PRODUCTS: GUIDE FOR MULTILATERAL CONSULTATIONS - Natural Rubber and Tropical Wood - Note by the Secretariat - Corrigendum.
(15/09/88) E. F. S.
UR-88-0426 MF.
MTN.GNG/NG6/W/19/Add.2/Corr.2

URUGUAY ROUND - GROUP OF NEGOTIATIONS ON GOODS - NEGOTIATING GROUP ON TROPICAL PRODUCTS - TROPICAL PRODUCTS: GUIDE FOR MULTILATERAL CONSULTATIONS - Tropical Fruits and Nuts - Note by the Secretariat - Corrigendum.
(15/09/88) E. F. S.
UR-88-0427 MF.

MTN.GNG/NG7/W/45/Add.1

URUGUAY ROUND - GROUP OF NEGOTIATIONS ON GOODS - NEGOTIATING GROUP ON GATT ARTICLES - ARTICLE XXVIII - ILLUSTRATION OF EFFECTS OF PROPOSALS FOR THE REDEFINITION OF SUPPLIERS' RIGHTS - Note by the Secretariat.
(16/09/88) E. F. S.
UR-88-0429 MF.

MTN.GNG/NG7/W/50

URUGUAY ROUND - GROUP OF NEGOTIATIONS ON GOODS - NEGOTIATING GROUP ON GATT ARTICLES - COMMUNICATION FROM CHILE.
(22/09/88) E. F. S.
UR-88-0445 MF.

MTN.GNG/NG8/W/14/Add.4

URUGUAY ROUND - GROUP OF NEGOTIATIONS ON GOODS - NEGOTIATING GROUP ON MTN AGREEMENTS AND ARRANGEMENTS - NOTE FROM THE CHAIRMAN - Addendum.
(14/09/88) E. F. S.
UR-88-0417 MF.

MTN.GNG/NG8/W/36

URUGUAY ROUND - GROUP OF NEGOTIATIONS ON GOODS - NEGOTIATING GROUP ON MTN AGREEMENTS AND ARRANGEMENTS - COMMUNICATION FROM JAPAN.
(07/09/88) E. F. S.
UR-88-0410 MF.

MTN.GNG/NG8/W/37

URUGUAY ROUND - GROUP OF NEGOTIATIONS ON GOODS - NEGOTIATING GROUP ON MTN AGREEMENTS AND ARRANGEMENTS - COMMUNICATION FROM JAPAN.
(07/09/88) E. F. S.
UR-88-0411 MF.

MTN.GNG/NG10/W/23

URUGUAY ROUND - GROUP OF NEGOTIATIONS ON GOODS - NEGOTIATING GROUP ON SUBSIDIES AND COUNTERVAILING MEASURES - NEGOTIATING FRAMEWORK - PROPOSAL FROM CANADA.
(28/09/88) E. F. S.
UR-88-0452 MF.
URUGUAY ROUND - GROUP OF NEGOTIATIONS ON GOODS - NEGOTIATING GROUP ON TRADE-RELATED ASPECTS OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS, INCLUDING TRADE IN COUNTERFEIT GOODS - SUGGESTION BY JAPAN - Addendum.

MTN.GNG/NG11/W/17/Add. 1

(23/09/88) E. F. S.

UR-88-0446 MF.

URUGUAY ROUND - GROUP OF NEGOTIATIONS ON GOODS - NEGOTIATING GROUP ON TRADE-RELATED ASPECTS OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS, INCLUDING TRADE IN COUNTERFEIT GOODS - EXISTENCE, SCOPE AND FORM OF GENERALLY INTERNATIONALLY ACCEPTED AND APPLIED STANDARDS/NORMS FOR THE PROTECTION OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY - Note Prepared by the International Bureau of WIPO - Revision.

MTN.GNG/NG11/W/24/Rev.1

(15/09/88) E. F. Soa.

UR-88-0413 MF.

URUGUAY ROUND - GROUP OF NEGOTIATIONS ON GOODS - NEGOTIATING GROUP ON TRADE-RELATED ASPECTS OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS, INCLUDING TRADE IN COUNTERFEIT GOODS - STATEMENT BY THAILAND AT THE MEETING OF 12-14 SEPTEMBER 1988.

MTN.GNG/NG11/W/27

(21/09/88) E. F. S.

UR-88-0444 MF.

URUGUAY ROUND - GROUP OF NEGOTIATIONS ON GOODS - NEGOTIATING GROUP ON DISPUTE SETTLEMENT - COMPARISON OF EXISTING TEXTS AND PROPOSALS FOR IMPROVEMENTS TO THE GATT DISPUTE SETTLEMENT SYSTEM - Revised Note by the Secretariat.

MTN.GNG/NG13/W/29/Rev.1

(21/09/88) E. F. S.

UR-88-0442 MF.

URUGUAY ROUND - GROUP OF NEGOTIATIONS ON GOODS - NEGOTIATING GROUP ON FUNCTIONING OF THE GATT SYSTEM - SUBMISSION BY THE DELEGATION OF JAMAICA.

MTN.GNG/NG14/W/27

(26/09/88) E. F. S.

UR-88-0448 MF.

URUGUAY ROUND - GROUP OF NEGOTIATIONS ON GOODS - NEGOTIATING GROUP ON FUNCTIONING OF THE GATT SYSTEM - COMMUNICATION FROM THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY.

MTN.GNG/NG14/W/28

(30/09/88) E. F. S.

UR-88-0455 MF.
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MTN.GNG/NG4/W/21

Tobacco
MTN.GNG/NG6/W/12/Add.2/Cor r.2

Tropical fruits
MTN.GNG/NG6/W/7/Add.2/Rev. 1/Corr.2
MTN.GNG/NG6/W/19/Add.2/Cor r.2

Tropical nuts
MTN.GNG/NG6/W/7/Add.2/Rev. 1/Corr.2
MTN.GNG/NG6/W/19/Add.2/Cor r.2

Tropical products
MTN.GNG/NG6/LT/30
MTN.GNG/NG6/LT/31
MTN.GNG/NG6/LT/32
MTN.GNG/NG6/LT/33
MTN.GNG/NG6/LT/34
MTN.GNG/NG6/LT/35
MTN.GNG/NG6/TI/1/Add.9
MTN.GNG/NG6/TI/2/Add.4
MTN.GNG/NG6/TI/3
MTN.GNG/NG6/W/2/Add.2/Rev. 1/Corr.2
MTN.GNG/NG6/W/11/Add.2/Cor r.2
MTN.GNG/NG6/W/12/Add.2/Cor r.2
MTN.GNG/NG6/W/15/Add.2/Cor r.2

Tropical roots
MTN.GNG/NG6/W/12/Add.2/Cor r.2

Tropical wood
MTN.GNG/NG6/W/15/Add.2/Cor r.2

Vegetable oils
MTN.GNG/NG6/W/11/Add.2/Cor r.2

Yarn
MTN.GNG/NG6/W/4/Add.2/Corr 2